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Advances in UAE Archaeology details the results of new excavations conducted across the 
United Arab Emirates over the last few years. These excavations have revealed a wealth of new 
data on all periods of UAE archaeology from the Palaeolithic to the recent past. Some of these 
discoveries have filled in important gaps in our knowledge, while others have fundamentally 
revised what we thought we knew already. For example, the Marawah Island excavations have 
added a new facet to our understanding of the Neolithic period by revealing intriguing and 
hitherto unknown funerary rituals. 

Excavations in Al Ain in the emirate of Abu Dhabi continue to reveal extraordinary evidence 
of falaj irrigation, stretching back 3000 years. The ubiquity of this system across this oasis city 
further validates its status as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Of particular importance is the 
discovery of extensive remains from the Late Pre-Islamic period, a significant time in history 
that has been best revealed in the excavations at Mleiha in the emirate of Sharjah.

The research presented here was conducted by specialists from across the world working 
alongside an ever-growing cadre of Emirati archaeologists who will take the lead in the coming 
years in revealing more of this country’s extraordinary archaeology and history.
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Introduction
The site of MR11 is located on Marawah Island in the Al Dhafra Region of 
Abu Dhabi. The island is made up of rocky cores of Pleistocene limestone 
linked by areas of Holocene carbonates (Evans et al. 2002). Initial surveys of 
the island found 13 sites, among which MR11 was recorded as a series of large 
mounds thought to date to the Neolithic period (King 1998). While Areas A to 
C have been thoroughly excavated and well published (Beech et al. 2005; 2019; 
2022), the excavations on Area F were only completed in December 2022. Area 
F has revealed several inhumations in its main structure complex, and evi-
dence for an established mortuary tradition dating back to at least 5700 BCE 
on MR11. This contribution reports on the latest findings from the excavations, 
as well as providing interpretations from the preliminary study of the skeletal 
remains, artefacts, architecture and observed mortuary practices. 

Funerary practices within  
Mortuary Complex F 
New insights from recent excavations  
on Marawah Island

Noura Al Hameli, Richard Thorburn Cuttler, Mark Jonathan Beech, 
Peter Magee, Kevin Lidour, Baptiste Pradier, Rémy Crassard, 
Howell Magnus Roberts and Áurea Izquierdo Zamora

Abstract: The most recent seasons of excavation on MR11 – Area F have led to the discov-
ery of several interments inside the cells of the main structure. This season uncovered the 
UAE’s oldest example of a primary Neolithic interment within a central cell of the building. 
Several other individuals have been buried in the neighbouring cell of the structure, with 
a minimum count of at least five individuals in one single cell. Radiocarbon dates have 
placed the associated deposits of two of these burials at around 5700 cal BCE, which 
also provides more earlier dates for the MR11 site. This paper will focus on the possible 
mortuary rituals observed from Area F along with some key finds from the excavations 
and place these burials within the broader context of the Neolithic burials in the region.

Keywords: Neolithic, burial practice, plaster vessels, lithics, architecture, Abu Dhabi, 
Marawah, United Arab Emirates
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Overview 
The main structure in Area F is the best surviving set of stone-built architecture 
at MR11. The building is constructed using several courses of medium-large 
limestone blocks and has traces of several postholes and physical alterations on 
the surface of the bedrock. The structure is made up of four cells in the latest 
identifiable phase of construction. The cells are oval and clustered, with most 
of the access points being external. Two internal openings were made in Cell 
11: one leads into Cell 12 to the south-western extent of Cell 11 and one into Cell 
13, towards the western extent of the Cell. A further external passage is made 
externally in the north-western extent of circular wall [1041] of Cell 12.

All the walls within Area F were constructed using limestone with occa-
sional fragments of beach rock. These slabs appear to have sheared between 
sedimentary faces to form larger, irregular slabs that could have been easily 
collected from areas immediate to the site. Most of the walls are constructed 
with at least two lines of coursing, one on the inner and one on the outer face, 
that are then bonded with larger slabs lain across the wall. The width of the 
walls varies between 0.54 and 0.65 m and most survive several courses, to a 
height of 0.50 m. Each cell usually has multiple doorways, which are generally 
located within the northern or southern walls, and rarely more than 0.50 m 
in width. 

The level of survival of archaeological deposits in general is better towards 
the centre of the mound, where the walls survive up to 1.10 m in height. Here 
the density of deposits and overburden has preserved not only the height of 
the walls but also both of the lintels’ passages in situ, which has added fur-
ther to our understanding of the construction techniques associated with this 
complex. While the construction methodology is generally similar between 
walls of different phases, there are marked differences in the quality of con-
struction. This not only differs between various cells, but also within different 
phases and realignments of the same walls, emphasising the extent of change 
and rebuild over an extended period.

Three open-air platforms were installed around the structure. Platform 1, 
a raised bedrock surface with a stepped profile encompassing the easternmost 
extent of Cell 16, was the first to be excavated. Platform 2 is separated from 
Platform 1 by a short wall (maximum of two courses) that has five vertical 
orthostats pressed against the western-facing side of it. Platform 2 also has 
a very prominent paving around the slope of the bedrock to level the surface. 
Small pebbles are also used to level the undulations of the bedrock on these 
platforms. Lastly, Platform 3 is just north of Cell 13 and is visibly the smallest 
in size. Platform 3 seems to be the most worn down or least renovated. It was 
levelled crudely with small limestone slabs but seems to have had the stones 
robbed out and repurposed and had a minimum of two cells built on the south-
ern and eastern extent of it.
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Phasing the structure
A total of six phases of activity have been identified within Area F. These 
phases are largely based on changes to the main structures and the associated 
deposits. The phasing also accounts for the addition of new structures such 
as a platform or cell. It should be noted that this phasing is preliminary, as it 
is based only on the stratigraphic relationships and may be subject to revision 
once the radiocarbon samples and the finds are subject to analysis. In the 
absence of radiocarbon dates, the chronological relationship of Area F to the 
structures in Areas A to C is unclear. The main six periods of activity within 
Area F have been preliminarily phased as follows: 

Phase 1: Layers predating later construction and early buildings. This 
phase groups together postholes under the walls and other early architectural 
fragments where associated structures have been removed or repurposed by 
later phases of activity. This phase also includes the construction of a small 
platform associated with the raised bedrock at the western end of Area F. 

Phase 2: This is the earliest phase where the walls of extant structures can 
be defined as cells. This phase sees the earliest phases of construction and 
occupation within Cell 11 and its later extension westwards towards the plat-
form, which continued to be extant. 

Phase 3: Occupation continues in Cell 11, and further cells are added to 
the east (Cells 12 and 15) and to the west (Cell 16). This phase also sees the 
addition of a larger platform to the south of Cell 16. 

Phase 4: The apsidal eastern end of Cell 11 is removed, creating one larger 
room with Cell 15. Cells 13 and 14 are added to the east of the main structures. 
This represents the last phases of building and occupation within Area F. 

Figure 1: Plan of Area F 
at MR11.
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Phase 5: This phase is associated with the skeletal remains interred in Cells 
12 and 13. The main activity in these cells are funerary practices where internal 
structures are built to reinforce the buried individuals, and the existing inhu-
mations are reorganised around the cell with the introduction of newer ones. 

Phase 6: General collapse and abandonment of the complex. The final 
phase, one last skeleton is secured under a collapsed entrance (Cell 14).

Excavation of the Neolithic burials 
Cell 13 – Burial cluster 1077/1078
Excavation of this layer revealed a cluster of bone (1077) and a dense con-
centration of artefacts including, inter alia, many plaster vessel fragments 
and turtle bone carapace fragments. The artefacts and human remains might 
represent a single burial event. The human remains were not articulated, and 
preservation was variable, ranging from well-preserved bone to very poorly 
preserved fragmentary elements. 

The long bones were placed in a bundle, accompanied by other skeletal 
elements including ribs, cranial fragments, a small number of vertebrae and 
other bones. No facial elements or teeth were recovered. Several loose foot 
bones were recovered 60 cm south from the femoral heads, a location that is 
anatomically incorrect. This suggests post-depositional disturbance, re-open-
ing or possible manipulation of remains. 

The disarticulated remains of this burial were overlain by several irregular 
angular stones (1078) that do not appear to form any deliberate structure. 
However, the burial may have been disturbed or deflated by post-deposi-
tional processes. In addition, human bones were recovered away from the 
main group, which indicates that the remains may represent more than one 
individual. The nature of deposition suggests that the bones may have been 
recovered from elsewhere before being bound and deposited within Cell 13 as 
a secondary burial.

During the excavation of Layer 1078, around 140 fragments of plaster ves-
sels were collected. It was noted that the fragments predominantly lay with 
their concave surfaces facing upwards. In some places, as many as five layers 
of vessel fragments were apparent. 

Grave goods above the main plaster vessel cluster, and to the west of the 
burial, were several turtle carapace fragments. Other artefacts recovered 
within and below the human bone include a worked gypsum plate (SF2284) 
and fragments of a dark grey/black imported stone (SF2281-2). 

Items recovered from the side of the femur (SF2248) include a Codakia 
tigerina shell (SF2245, possibly a container), a flint ‘dagger’ (SF2246), and a 
possible flint core (SF2247). The flint dagger measures approximately 10 cm 
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in length and is somewhat coarse in production, with no apparently functional 
sharp edges. 

Cell 12 – Burial 1115 
A primary burial of an older female adult (1115) with her neck and skull miss-
ing was uncovered on top of a stone platform (1143). The individual is interred 
with the stones beneath her, keeping her in place during the funerary process. 
In her hands were two foreshafts made of human bone, with a third under-
neath where her head would have been, and a fourth where the top of her 
humerus would be. 

No cut was apparent for the burial, and the sediment associated with burial 
was similar to the main infill of Cell 12 (1094). Notably, the head (cranium and 
mandibula) were missing, along what was originally thought to be a cut (1117) 
in the northern extent of Cell 12. The second thoracic vertebra (T2) was col-
lected during the excavation of the fill (1095) of the later ‘cut’ (1117). Most of 
the bones from the neck are missing. Conversely, the leg bones survived quite 
well, and most of the bones remained completely intact.

The lumbar (L1-L5) and thoracic vertebrae (T3-T12) were all intact and well 
articulated. The ulna and the radius from both arms were fragmented on the 
right side possibly by post-abandonment collapse. Both humeri were heavily 
damaged and recovered in pieces. The ribs on the right side were partially 

Figure 2: Plan of 
Burial 1077, Cell 13.
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crushed by a heavy flint dagger that was placed on top of the body. The ribs 
on the left side of her body survived in a better condition but were still quite 
fragmented. Most of the phalanges and metatarsals of the right hand and both 
feet were dispersed in the sediments of Context [1115] and the stone setting 
(1143 and 1144). The fingers of the left hand were the best articulated, with 
most phalanges easily identified and recovered. This is a result of the entire 
left limb being held in place by the row of stones installed before her inter-
ment, and most of the collapse being centred in the western extent of the cell 
over her right side. 

From various measurements of the pelvic bones, the individual is likely to 
be a female, with a 98 per cent probability. The sciatic notch is very wide and 
almost forms a right angle, typical of a female’s skeletal anatomy. Although 
the iliac crest is not very obviously rounded, postcranial variations make it 
more difficult to interpret the morphology of the human bones. Furthermore, 
the pelvis was projected in a more upright and vertical manner, which caused 
some initial confusion and was easier to identify in retrospect. This individ-
ual had a minimum age of 40 years and seems to have suffered from spina 
bifida and an injury to her lower back, observed on the lumbar and the sacral 
vertebrae. In the post-excavation study of the skeletal assemblage, another 
individual was represented by a set of talus and calcaneus bones. 

Figure 3: Plan of 
Burial 1115, Cell 12.
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The burial included a large number of grave goods and a considerable num-
ber of worked Socotra cormorant (Phalacrocorax nigrogularis) ulnae dispersed 
on top, under and around the skeletal remains. Shell beads, shell scrapers, flint 
implements, painted/incised plaster vessel sherds and raw materials were 
common finds around the burial. The left hand of the skeleton was secured 
on a row of stones in order to place a worked human bone foreshaft (SF2858) 
within the fingers of the deceased, which held an associated flint projectile 
point (SF2857). A second smaller human bone foreshaft (SF2862) and a barbed 
and tanged arrowhead (SF2863) were collected from near where her right-
hand bones have slid down towards the pelvis. 

A flint tool (SF2733), typologically identified as a ‘dagger’, was placed on 
top of the chest and later dropped into the rib cage. A large tabular flint piece 
(SF2719) was found by the left femur. A large Codakia tigerina shell (SF2860), 

Figure 4: Photograph of 
finds in situ, Burial 1115.
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which was potentially used as a container and a bone spatula (SF2861), were 
located directly south of the sacrum. Other grave goods included a number of 
shark-tooth pendants, two Violet asaphis (Asaphis violascens) scrapers (SF2901 
and SF3047), a Ficus gracilis shell adornment (SF2965), flint projectile points 
(SF2995 and SF3090), a pebble tool (SF3004), a plaster vessel bowl fragment 
with incised patterns (SF3005), two elongated polished stones (SF3018 and 
SF3029), a gypsum crystal plaque (SF3019) and a large tile knife (SF3020).  

Cell 13 – Burial 1116 
In the easternmost corner of Cell 13, a secondary burial was uncovered in the 
form of disarticulated skeletal remains interred against an apsidal wall [1042]. 
The bones were not in a good state of preservation as they seem to have been 
moved and rearranged post-internment, and the weight of the structure [1121] 
placed atop has caused further damage. The skull seems to have been manip-
ulated, and various skull fragments were rearranged on different sides of the 
individual. The mandible was removed from the individual and placed atop the 
burial cluster, on a tibia in the middle of the torso. The facial bones (maxilla up 
to the frontal bone) were found at the northern extent of the cluster of remains, 
while the posterior and inferior cranial bones were located at the southern 
extent. The atlas and axis were still intact and in close proximity to the cervical 
vertebrae and separated maxilla, which is not anatomically correct.

The main individual interred seems to be an adult female. The sex of the 
main articulated skeleton was estimated from the wide sciatic notch and the 
very well-rounded iliac crest. In general, the bones looked very gracile. The 
initial sex estimation was carried out on-site, as the bones would break apart 
upon lifting. In a post-excavation study of the skeleton, a secondary sex esti-
mation was carried out using the postcranial morphology of the bones from 
Jebel Buhais as a reference. The measurements of this skeleton fit well in the 
range for female measurements. It must be noted that this method is not the 
most reliable and is subject to variability. This individual is at least 50 years 
of age, as indicated by the coxal measurements and late fusions of the bone.

The grave goods associated with this burial are significantly less than burial 
(1115) in Cell 12. A very sharp worked/polished sheep/goat metapodial (SF3337) 
was recovered from between a cluster of long bones and some toes. A shark-
tooth pendant was found right under the disarticulated mandible (SF3203). 

Clusters of painted and incised sherds of plaster vessels were collected 
from around the extent of the burial. Shell tools and adornments were also 
found: shell scrapers (SF3187, 3291), a perforated and polished Conus sp. shell 
bead (SF3290), numerous shell beads (SF3277, 3278, 3391, 3402) and a plastered 
Vasticardium lacunosum shell (SF3297). There were two flint finds as well: a 
finger scraper (SF3185) and a tile knife (SF3294). Many charcoal samples were 
collected from all throughout the excavation of these bones. These will later 
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Figure 5: Plan of 
Burial 1116, Cell 13.
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be processed to provide an approximate date; the teeth from this burial have 
been sampled and will be sent for apatite dating.

Overlaying the skeletal remains was a stone structure or surface [1121], to 
the east of the northern and southern entrances and enclosed by the apsidal 
wall [1042]. Layer 1121 was formed of small- to medium-sized horizontal slabs 
each measuring ~0.20 m. These stones were loose in the sand; however, two 
stones separating the burial were placed on their side on top of a plastered 
portion of the bedrock and defined the limit of the burial.

Cell 13 – Cremated remains 1183
1183 is the ashy soft deposit in the southern extent of Cell 13, with human bone 
remains frequently found throughout its extent. In the south-western corner of 
the cell, a cluster of charred human remains was uncovered. What remained of 
the long bones, ribs, vertebrae and other bones was gathered and placed into 
a burned cranium. The ‘cranium container’ was largely the parietal bone, with 
some other parts of the cranium loosely intact. These bones are mostly scorched 
white/black on the cortical bone and charred black in the cancellous bone. 

Due to the state of these remains, it was very difficult to identify most of 
what was left of them. The identifiable bones are as follows: 

1.  Rib fragments (SF3568, 3569, 3570, 3579, 3605, 3616, 3621) 
2.  Thoracic vertebra (SF3607, 3618) 
3.  Lumbar vertebra (SF3619, 3622) 
4.  Cervical vertebra (SF3562) 

Figure 6: Labelled 
photograph of 
cremated remains 1183, 
Cell 13.
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5.  Ulna (SF3566, 3617) 
6. Femur (SF3595, 3608, 3612, 3613, 3625) 
7. Cranial fragments (SF3558, 3601, 3614, 3615, 3624, 3626) 
8. Humerus (SF3623) 
9. Coxal (SF3556, 3571)

There were several other phalanges, tarsals and carpals that were also recov-
ered from this context. A large number of grave goods were associated with 
this context; a very large volume of plaster vessel sherd clusters, with exterior 
painted layers and interior plain layers, dispersed from the southern entrance 
to the 13/15 lintel passage. In addition to this, shell beads were also retrieved 
directly from the skeletal remains and around the deposit. 

A stone plate with scorch marks was retrieved from this layer. This plate 
was broken into four identifiable parts, smoothed down on one face to make a 
flat surface and rounded on the other side. A translucent gypsum plaque was 
also recovered directly beside the charred skull; it has a small suspension hole 
carved into the side of it.

Underneath the lintel – Burial 1127
A secondary burial of human remains (1127) was interred in an internal pas-
sage below a lintel between Cells 15 and 13. The individual is likely an adult 
female, above the age of 50 years, as suggested by the measurements and 
fusions noted from the coxal. The interment (1127) was not articulated and 

Figure 7: Orthophoto of 
Burial 1127, underneath 
the lintel between 
Cells 13 and 15.
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included mostly the long bones (radius, ulna, femur, tibia and fibula), some 
vertebrae, ribs, a partial mandible and part of the pelvis. Much of the body 
had probably been disarticulated or decomposed, before being bound and 
interred in the doorway. The upper half of the doorway was later sealed by a 
layer of sediment (1125) approximately 0.30 m in depth. 

Radiocarbon dates
Two radiocarbon samples from the site were submitted for analysis. One 
sample (Beta-624287) from the Cell 12 primary burial (1115) was calibrated to 
5676–5563 BCE (7625–7512 BP). The second sample (Beta-624288) collected 
from the interment underneath the lintel (1127) was calibrated to 5736-
5636 cal BCE (7685 – 7585 cal BP).  

Both samples were submitted to Beta Analytic and calibrations were 
carried out at 95.4 per cent probability using IntCal20 (Bronk Ramsey 2009; 
Reimer et al. 2020).

Discussion 
The use of Area F as a mortuary complex appears to be intentional, and one of 
the building’s primary functions. It is clear that when these individuals were 
interred, there was no rubble collapse within the interior of the cells. All of the 
burials are stratigraphically below the level of abandonment and collapse, and 
there is no evidence of any cuts through these layers that might suggest they 
are later. Large orthostats from the tops of the walls cover the burials, which 
suggests that the roof was still in place when the burials were interred, and 
collapse took place afterwards. 

Burial 1077/78
Although the skeletal remains (1077) are in extremely poor condition, the bur-
ial itself is quite substantial. The burial comprises the largest assemblage of 
large painted plaster sherds of different bowls and turtle carapace fragments. 
The flint implements are also homogenous with the primary interment in 
Cell 12, specifically the barbed and tanged arrowhead and the flint dagger. 
Flint daggers were only found in these two burials and nowhere else on the site. 

There are far too many smaller bones and cranial parts that are missing, 
and the surviving bones are in total disarticulation. This suggests the trans-
port of the bones and their redeposition into the cell. This interment is the 
highest of all the burials in stratigraphy and was possibly the most exposed to 
post-abandonment collapse. While this might provide grounds for argument 
that the funerary process is not as linear or straightforward as we think, there 
are still plenty of commonalities to suggest a tradition from an older shared 
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culture. Much like funerary proceedings today, there will be variability due to 
numerous factors associated with the circumstances of the individual’s death, 
as well as possibly their sex, age and stature. These variabilities in turn affect 
the overall implementation of mortuary traditions that we can identify or 
observe. The fact of the matter is that there is no one streamlined procedure, 
but rather a number of different indications that allude to a common practice.

Burial 1127
The interment (1127) was probably carried out by the transfer of the bones in 
a perishable material bag, perhaps made of leather or vegetal fibres, that has 
subsequently disintegrated, leaving just the bone cluster. Although it would 
have been entirely possible for the occupants of the structure to physically 
distribute the bones in a certain arrangement, the long bones look too delib-
erately placed within the area under the lintel for it to have been haphazardly 
spilled from a decomposing bag. Rodent teeth marks on the bones from (1127) 
were identified. These bite marks will be studied by a specialist to determine 
the species of the animal and additionally help us to understand different fac-
ets of the occupation such as the climate, local vegetation, etc. 

Burial 1183
Similar to the secondary interment under the lintel (1127), the cremation in the 
corner of 1183 (Cell 13) seems to be another case of deliberate redistribution. 
Firstly, the bones were processed away from the structure and then redepos-
ited into the cell. There were no signs of burning from within any of the cells 
associated with the burials, and in Cell 11 where there was some burning activ-
ity, there was no evidence for cremation. After the treatment of the bones, 
they were collected and placed into the cranium of the individual. There are 
many bones missing from this individual, most notably finger and toe bones. 
The entire face, most of the ribs and most of the pelvis were also missing. 
It seems that collecting all the remains after the individual was burned was 
not possible.

Burial 1115
The individual interred in Cell 12 has provided us with the most substantial 
evidence for indications of an established funerary tradition taking place at 
MR11. Just this one burial has been key to furthering our understanding of the 
mortuary practice upheld during the occupation of the site. From this indi-
vidual, we have observed tailored architectural features, curated selections 
of remarkable grave goods, manipulation of skeletal remains and a possible 
tradition of skull removal. 

There were no cranial fragments or cervical vertebrae remaining in the 
interment to indicate that the removal of the head and neck was an accident. 
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If it was stumbled upon accidently during a clearing of the passages, then the 
skull and neck would be redeposited in pieces either with the rest of the body 
or at least on the site. The cervical vertebrae are mostly lost altogether, which 
suggests they were removed with the skull while some forms of fleshy remains 
were still intact. Further to this, clearing the stones and the bones down to 
bedrock, but leaving the grave goods makes very little sense. A plausible 
explanation is that there was no cut, it was always left empty and gradually 
filled in over time. Leaving this space empty would provide access from either 
opening in the walls into the burial/cell. In addition to this, it would leave 
room for the skull to gradually decompose off the shoulders of the deceased, 
as it is not supported.

Burial 1116
Burial 1116 in Cell 13 is interpreted as a very premeditated rearrangement of 
skeletal remains. The anterior cranium is buried north, the posterior cranium 
and inferior skull to the south and an unhinged mandible central on the top of 
a tibia sitting on the articulated vertebrae of the body. Furthermore, the long 
bones of the skeleton are all aligned north/south and mainly bundled together 
to the west of the central articulated body. The upper torso down to the left 
femur are also aligned north/south.

The deliberate placements of the skeletal parts make human intervention 
a lot more transparent in this instance. From what is observed in the stratig-
raphy, we can tell that at least one femur and posterior cranium were the last 
elements to be moved, as they sat higher up in the stratigraphy and made very 
little sense even in placement with the rest of the redeposited skeletal remains.

The interred remains seem to suggest that the placement of these bones 
was premeditated. The process of arrangement and the significance behind 
the distribution of the bones is yet to be fully understood. The long bones 
placed to the west of the torso were intact, with proximal and distal epiphyses 
surviving in most cases. This could mean that the collection of these bones 
happened after the individual had skeletonised. 

There are no fragmented cranial pieces collected anywhere from this 
interment; this could mean that the skull was not fractured naturally. This 
makes sense, as there is a very straight clean chop on the anterior skull, near 
the cranial fusion of the forehead, that starts from the left zygomatic process 
and curves diagonally into the natural right cranial fusion, which looks to have 
been worked smooth. The preparation of the skull had to have been done out 
of the structure prior to the interment of the individual. There are missing 
pieces of the inferior skeleton that are not found in the associated sediments, 
and there is no indication of the preparation of bones within Cell 13.
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Funerary practices
Evidence from the site depicting various features of mortuary rituals was 
observed throughout the excavation of all the interments mentioned above. 
The following section will attempt to identify and synthesise the evidence 
associated to funerary practices. 

The seven main identifiable burial features are:
1. Architectural elements 
2. Alignments of the articulated/semi-articulated skeletons 
3. Manipulation of the skeleton remains
4. Missing or worked skulls 
5. Cremation 
6. Grave goods
7. Post-burial offerings?

There is variability evident in the funerary practices seen with the interments 
of these skeletons. This could be due to several factors, which will become 
clearer after a more thorough inspection of the skeletons. Some of these fac-
tors include, but are not limited to, age, sex, social stature, tribal traditions, 
time or place of death, and causes of death. 

1.  Associated architecture
The architecture in Area F is very monumental, with several features of archi-
tectural innovation that are substantially different to what we have seen so 
far in the other Neolithic sites in Abu Dhabi. The inclusion of and tailoring of 
some of the construction of the structure to be in line with differing mortuary 
practices is also interesting. 

Burial 1116 is associated with structural remains of a stone barrier [1121], 
internal to Cell 13 to isolate it from the room. The burial is placed directly 
on the bedrock, which was also semi-coated in white plaster-like material 
under the stone barrier and around the burial itself. The very lowest course 
of stones, placed on their side, were almost adhered to the bedrock and were 
rather difficult to remove. They were very firmly held in place, with a white 
substance visible underneath them after their removal. The architecture in 
this instance seems to seal off this one individual, with the intention to leave 
them undisturbed. 

In the very lowest layers of stratigraphy in Cell 13 are the cremated skel-
etal remains (1183), nestled in a very odd square-shaped undulation in the 
bedrock. This undulation, whether natural or intentional, preserved the sec-
ondary position bones placed in situ, in addition to containing the associated 
burial goods. 
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Skeleton 1115 was secured on a stone bed to hold the skeletal remains in 
place, whilst they then placed the goods on top or against some of the stones 
and bones. Evidence from the site, such as the elongated stones that lined the 
underneath of the left arm, preserving the articulation of the fingers around 
the bone foreshaft tool, support the idea that the layout and curation of stones 
were all conscious decisions. We see the shapes and sizes of the stones chang-
ing to better fit certain body parts. The stones end towards the north, at the 
interface between the torso and the skull. A single slanted stone might have 
been used to sustain the integrity of the post-cranial skeleton, whilst letting 
the head and neck decompose and drop off. 

This is only one of several theories regarding the burial in Cell 12, but there 
are parallels to the practice in other PPN Pre-Pottery Neolithic burials in the 
Levant, where the architecture is arranged to facilitate the eventual removal of 
the skull, and the individual is interred with that intention (Mithen et al. 2015). 
Viewing Cell 12 as an antechamber that allows for the gradual decomposition 
of the body provides us with a plausible explanation for the architecture, stra-
tigraphy, distribution of goods and presence of charcoal in the deposits. The 
second individual represented by another set of ankle bones also suggests a 
possible clearing and reuse of this cell as an antechamber, rather than a setting 
for a burial. 

Burial 1127 is underneath the lintel of an opening in the eastern apsidal 
wall of Cell 15. It connects Cell 15 to Cell 13, where various other bodies were 
interred. There is a semicircular stone threshold in Cell 15 that marks the extent 

Figure 8: Profile 
of stone setting 
(1143) underneath 
skeleton 1115, Cell 12.
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of the interment (1127). The long bones placed in this passage are limited by the 
span of this structure, acting as a threshold, so the bones themselves are not 
completely in either cell. This might be due to the gradual filling of Cell 13 with 
other individuals, or it could be that the architecture is suggesting something 
more intentional. There is the possibility that the funerary ceremony or pro-
ceedings for this individual were not over, and therefore they could not yet be 
fully interred into a room. We view Cell 11 as the main ceremonial area where 
there are several layers of activity abandoned, paved over and repurposed. The 
lintel passage gives a full view of these skeletal remains from Cell 11. The struc-
ture by the lintel provides a small, elevated surface, putting the skeletal remains 
on full display in Cell 13 and Cell 15. These might be the last set of bones on full 
display for the inhabitants to easily access. Around and underneath the interred 
bones (1127) are various forms of offerings. These included several net sinkers, 
large amounts of plaster vessel sherds, articulated fish bones and shell tools. 
These are just some of the current ideas about these burials; further studies of 
this material will undoubtedly enhance our knowledge of the specificities of the 
cultural practices on Marawah at this time.

2.  North/south alignments of the articulated/semi-articulated 
skeletons

The length of the skeletons evident in two of the main burials are aligned north 
to south. In Cell 12, the skeletal remains indicate that the skull was positioned 
in the north portion of the cell and the feet to the south. A similar orientation 
of skeletal remains can be observed with Burial 1116 in Cell 13. 

Although it can be argued that this is coincidental, both the semi-articu-
lated neolithic burials in Area A were also aligned head north and feet south 
(Beech et al. 2022). This alignment occurs too regularly to be dismissed as an 
arbitrary occurrence. While the orientation of the rooms seems to change and 
the structures vary, the orientation of the skeletal remains themselves seems 
to be consistent. This could be a strictly local tradition, as alignments seem to 
be inconsistent in the literature, or it could just be a mere coincidence. 

3. Manipulation of skeletal remains
Manipulation of skeletal remains is very common in prehistory, especially 
during the Neolithic. The entire skeletal assemblage from Area F has been 
manipulated post-mortem to varying extents. The excavation of burial 1077 
uncovered a skeletal assemblage that was interred as a cluster in complete dis-
articulation and missing body parts. The better-articulated individual interred 
in the eastern extent (1116) had her skull completely removed, with the face 
worked and reinterred with different parts also deliberately positioned in dis-
articulation. The cremated individual (1183) was completely burned out of the 
structure and reinterred, using their cranium as a bowl to hold the rest of their 
charred skeletal remains. 
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Burial 1115 was made to hold objects in their hands whilst suspended over 
a bed of stones, without support for the neck or head. The head and neck are 
also collected at some point and have not been found anywhere in Area F, even 
after the complete excavation of both interior and exterior deposits. What 
makes this specific burial intriguing is the idea that the foreshafts in their 
hands are made of human bone, and the intentionality behind the act of mak-
ing the deceased hold them must carry some significance that we currently 
cannot fully understand.

Burial 1127 was collected and reinterred in pieces, with an odd selection 
of fragmented bones being made. None of the bones of this burial were intact 
upon interment; the lintel passage was filled with an aeolian sand that pre-
served the bones in situ. 

In the Neolithic settlement of UAQ2, a multiple burial was discovered 
in which several men were interred in a tomb and rearranged on their sides 
facing the same direction, with their arms and legs overlapping each other 
slightly. This was done upon interment and was interpreted by the archaeolo-
gists as being “united in death”. This burial dates to around 5500–5300 BCE 
and overlaps with the dates of occupation in MR11 (Méry et al. 2016). 

4. Missing or altered skulls 
While the procedure of skull removal could be grouped with the funerary pro-
cess mentioned previously, there is substantial evidence to demonstrate that 
while they are similar in nature, they are different in both significance and pro-
cedure. While torsos, long bones and smaller bones survive in better states, 
the recovered cranial remains do not seem to survive in good articulation for 
the most part.

The crania from the skeletal assemblages of MR11F are either missing, 
physically altered or in fragmentary pieces that are not very obviously attrib-
utable to any singular set of remains. In the case of 1077, 1127 and 1183, the 
latter seems to be the case. Albeit it is easier to match (1183) charred cranial 
pieces with the other charred bones, there is a record of burned bones in 
Area A (Department of Culture and Tourism 2022a; 2022b) and other pieces of 
charred bones higher in the stratigraphy in the walls of Cell 13.

Although a fragment of a mandible was identified in the lintel burial (1127), 
the rest of the cranium is missing. The skull, more specifically the face, is what 
is believed to be the most important identifier of a person. This is notably 
missing from the interred cluster of bones.

The cranial remains interred in Burial 1116 is a demonstration of how sig-
nificant a skull is in the funerary process. The main articulated remains (the 
torso, pelvis and left femur) most likely belong to a female. While it is not yet 
certain if the mandible, anterior cranium, posterior cranium and inferior cra-
nium are all from the same individual, it is likely to be the case. The mandible 
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is very rounded and smooth, which leads us to believe that it belongs to a 
female. The sexual dimorphism in a male mandible appears to be a lot more 
angular and robust. Similarly, the anterior skull tapers very gently near the 
forehead and the angle of the frontal bone slope is a lot more vertical, typical 
of a female’s face. A male’s face has a more pronounced glabella, as opposed 
to a female (Nikita 2017). 

Even if the cranium does not belong to the individual, the fact that the 
cranium was removed and repurposed before reinterment remains. The 
face seems to have been separated or sawed with a tool and smoothed down 
to make a regular curving diagonal cut across the top of the forehead from 
beneath each temple. The posterior and inferior cranium were placed south 
of the pelvis. While the face was redeposited near the neck bones, the rest of 
the skull was reinterred below the pelvis. Assuming these are deliberate distri-
butions, these choices might bear a larger significance just by these conscious 
placements.

The interment in Cell 12 (1115) demonstrates the intentionality behind 
the burials. Our best assumption is that the individual was interred with the 
intention of eventual re-entry and skull recovery. Whether or not we view Cell 
12 as an antechamber and the stone setting deliberately constructed for this 
purpose, this still provides evidence to imply a possible pseudo-systematic 
processing of the inhumations. An odd patella, a loose incisor, a cervical ver-
tebra and what seemed to be an extra ankle bone were found in this grave. The 
possibility that they used Cell 12 for processing and thoroughly cleaned it out 
is valid. 

Burial practices observed in PPNB sites provide evidence for funerary 
practices that alter the skeletons by way of skull removal. This tradition is 
not anomalous to earlier Neolithic cultures and is well documented in the 

Figure 9: Photographs 
of worked cranium from 
Burial 1116, Cell 13.
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literature (Mithen et al. 2015). One recently documented example would be 
records of graves comprising the skeletons of two adults (with neither crania 
nor mandibles) near a circular stone structure documented in Beisamoun in 
the Upper Jordan Valley. The site is dated to the late PPNB-PPNC between 
7200–6400 BCE. There is also mention of clustered bone deposits in front of 
the entrances in the structure, placed directly onto floors in organised bone 
bundles. No crania or mandibles are present in these bone piles (Bocquentin 
and Nous 2022).

It has been previously noted in the literature that PPNB period burials 
traditions have been summarised into three interrelated systems, the third of 
which mentions the secondary removal of adult skulls from graves with their 
eventual reburial in a cache. It is also noted that these burials are premeditated 
and require a certain level of involvement from the community (Kuijt and 
Gorin-Morris 2002). While there is no question behind the explicit expressions 
of intentionality and community involvement in the Area F interments, these 
systematic interpretations of mortuary traditions are not completely adopted 
in totality and do not perfectly align with what is observed at MR11. The fact 
is Area F is devoid of pottery; the only wares recovered from the occupation 
layers are plaster vessels, made exclusively of lime and gypsum aggregates. 
This places the site in a more complex context. The earliest dates from the 
site place it roughly around 5800 BCE (Beech et al. 2022); however, not all 
radiocarbon samples of the earlier layers have been processed, and almost all 
the contexts from Area F (except for the two burials) have not yet been dated.

5. Cremation
Cremated skeletal remains 1183 are not common within the skeletal assem-
blage at MR11. Trying to understand their presence is very difficult and poses 
a plethora of questions about the conditions by which inhabitants feel inclined 
to cremate an individual. In the case of this cremation, the individual’s corpse 
was burned external to the structures and placed back inside Cell 13. It is more 
likely that his or her remains were processed near the site, as they are some-
what articulated with smaller bits of bone that typically are not recovered in 
secondary burials.
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Table 1: Table of estimated burning temperatures based on discolouration of selection of bones, 1183, Cell 13.

Find Context Description Discolouration Estimated temperature

3556 1183 Burned pelvic fragments Black 500-600 °C

3558 1183 Charred cranial fragments Black - white Over 700 °C

3566 1183 Burned radius Black 500-600 °C

3568 1183 Burned rib Black 500-600 °C

3570 1183 Burned rib fragments Black - white Over 700 °C

3573 1183 Burned long bone fragments Black 500-600 °C

3595 1183 Charred femur Black 500-600 °C

3596 1183 Charred vertebrae Black 500-600 °C

3597 1183 Burned ribs Black - white Over 700 °C

3598 1183 Long bone fragments Black- white Over 700 °C

3599 1183 Burned vertebrae Black - brown - white 400-500°C

3601 1183 Cranial fragments Black - white Over 700 °C

3605 1183 Charred rib Black - brown 400-500°C

3607 1183 Burned thoracic vertebrae Black - white - brown Over 500°C

3612 1183 Burned femoral head Black - brown 400-500°C

3613 1183 Burned femur fragment Black - grey Over 500°C

3614 1183 Cranial fragments Black - white Over 700 °C

3616 1183 Rib fragments Black - white Over 700 °C

3617 1183 Ulna fragments Black - white Over 700 °C

3618 1183 Thoracic vertebrae Grey Over 500°C

3619 1183 Lumbar vertebrae Grey - brown Over 500°C

3621 1183 Rib fragments Black - white Over 700 °C

3622 1183 Lumbar vertebrae Black - grey Over 500°C

3623 1183 Humerus Black - white Over 700 °C

3624 1183 Cranial fragments Black 500-600 °C

3625 1183 Femur Black - white Over 700 °C

3626 1183 Posterior cranium Black - white Over 700 °C

Most of the bones have been charred black, deep into the cancellous bone, and 
some have been burned white on the cortical bone. For a primary cremation to 
take place, defleshing rather than burning of dry bones at temperatures of over 
500 degrees Celsius are required. An open air bonfire will be too difficult to 
maintain at these temperatures and will roughly sit around 320 to 400 degrees 
Celsius (Imaizumi 2015). This, in turn, would suggest the use of a kiln or pit, 
where heat is contained and easily fuelled. Plenty of fuel is required to begin 
the cremation process, as body fats will only aid the flames later in the process 
rather than at the start (Bocquentin et al. 2020). No such kiln or pit has been 
found at this point in time on MR11, as excavations so far have been limited to 
the structures within the area, with the exception of some test pitting between 
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the mounds. The articulation of the bones suggests that the burning of this 
individual could not have been far from the site.

At the site FAY10-NE, in the emirate of Sharjah, fragments of cremated 
bone of different individuals were recovered from a small cave. The radio-
carbon dates from the associated context indicate that the activity periods 
in FAY10-NE of 6500–5800 BCE (Kutterer et al. 2012) overlaps with MR11 
(Beech et al. 2022).

The emergence of cremation during the transition from PPNB to PPNC 
has been documented in the Neolithic site of Beisamoun in the Upper Jordan 
Valley. The in-situ cremated remains of a young adult were excavated from 
within a pyre pit, where their remains were processed. This example is the ear-
liest occurrence of intentional primary cremation in the Near East and gives 
us a chronology of the regional funerary practice (Bocquentin et al. 2020).

Another parallel to this would be the cremated human remains found in 
Kharaysin, a PPN site in Jordan where a secondary burial with burnt human 
bones was uncovered, Burial SU-815 dated to the Late PPNB (7058–6825 
BCE); this contained a clustered burial with burnt and unburnt skeletons of at 
least three adults. Results from the analysis provided evidence that the bones 
were almost dry upon burning. They were then gathered and transported for a 
final interment (Santana et al. 2020).

6. Grave goods and manufacture
Manufacture of goods and tools seems to be largely associated with Cells 11, 
15 and 16, and this is reflected in the finds. Large shells that have not yet been 
worked, plaster manufacture tools, hammerstone/possible pestles, borers to 
make ornaments and sharpened bone points are some of the frequent finds 
of Cell 11, 15 and 16. Consistent with the rest of the site, artefacts from Area F 
depict geometric patterns in etchings and paintings on bone and gypsum/
plaster. Many of these manufactured goods are then placed along with the 
interred individuals in the burial cells. 

The interred individuals usually had a few unique finds or personalised 
items interred with them that are not found in other spaces of the structure 
(gypsum crystal plaques, human bone foreshafts, bone beads, etc.). A great 
amount of plaster vessel sherds was found in Area F during the latest excava-
tions in MR11. Many specimens are decorated by monochrome and bichrome 
crude painting or incisions following geometric patterns. A few examples 
showing finger imprints are also recorded. At least two types of distinct fabrics 
are observed at Area F: (1) a chalky white plaster ware with a gritty texture; 
(2) a harder greyish plaster ware with a fine-grained texture. Generally, plaster 
vessel sherds of different wares and qualities were found throughout the site, 
but they were very concentrated in close proximity to the burials. 
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Several complete plates associated to B1077 in Cell 13 were recovered, as 
well as a fragment of a small globular plaster vessel fragment (SF3005) with 
incised patterns depicting various alternating lines, as well as a mending hole 
associated to B1115 in Cell 12. The curvature of most plaster vessel sherds 
suggests that the bowls are mostly open vessels. A few plaster nodules were 
found in Area F (SF2278 and 2462). Similar finds have been made in Area C 
during the previous seasons. It suggests that production of plaster vessels 

Figure 10: Incised 
plaster vessel from 
Burial 1115, Cell 13.

Figure 11: Painted 
plaster vessel 
recovered from 
burial 1077, Cell 13.
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took place directly on site, and in some rooms of the buildings in Area C and 
Area F. Furthermore, this possibility is strengthened by the recent discovery 
of a stone mortar showing residual layering of plaster on its concave surface 
(SF2788 from 1118). One can assume that plaster was heated, crushed and 
mixed with water in the mortar. 

Shell valves (a specimen of Anadara ehrenbergi and at least two others of 
Asaphis violascens) containing residues of plaster have been found. Preliminary 
observations of the latter shell have revealed the presence of micro-polish on 
their ventral margins, confirming their use as scraping tools involved in the 
production of plaster vessels, and that they were not only used as simple con-
tainers. The regular discovery of ochre and haematite fragments at different 
locations of the site seems linked with the preparation of pigment powder 
used for the decoration of plaster vessels. 

When considering an interment like 1115, the number of finds associated 
with the skeleton is quite substantial. The artefacts placed along with the skel-
eton were pristine in some cases, while some seemed to be more weathered 
and used. It appears that while some of the objects were created specifically 
for the burial, a couple of objects were curated from what they had already 
owned and used. Shell and bone beads from pendants, anklets and bracelets 
were also collected from near the chest, arms and neck. These accessories are 
mostly different varieties of smaller gastropod beads and shark teeth. 

Four human forearm foreshafts were recovered from Burial 1115 in Cell 12. 
Three of the bone foreshafts are repurposed radii, and one has been identi-
fied as an ulna. Two of the radii were collected from the right (SF2862) and 
left (SF2858) hands of the individual, with a third radius (SF3063) recovered 
from underneath where the skull would have been. A fourth bone foreshaft 
made from a repurposed ulna (SF2763) was discovered above the left humerus 
and only identified in the post-excavation analysis of the human bones. The 
foreshafts are heavily polished, worked and hollowed to secure flint projec-
tiles into the shafts. Evident around the circumference of the ends of each 
foreshaft are strong worked indents where some kind of organic material can 
be tied to secure a flint projectile point. Both epiphyses on the forearms are 
sawed/cut off and filed down to create a smoother surface. SF2858 is a robust 
right radius placed in the left hand, SF2862 is a gracile right radius, SF3063 
is a gracile left radius and SF2763 is a right ulna. These indicate a minimum 
number of at least two individuals’ arm bones that have been repurposed to 
create these artefacts. 

Understanding the artefacts associated with the dead and the connotation 
of their existence is pivotal to grasping the abstract concept of death and the 
beliefs associated with death at the time. Why is it important that an indi-
vidual is buried with a familiar object, and similarly, why is it important that 
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Figure 12: Human bone 
foreshaft (SF2858), 
Cell 12.

Figure 13: Flint point 
associated with 
foreshaft (SF2858), 
Cell 12.
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Figure 14: Human bone 
foreshaft (SF2862), 
Cell 12.

Figure 15: Barbed and 
tanged arrowhead 
(SF2863) associated 
with foreshaft (SF2862), 
Cell 12.
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an individual is buried with freshly created objects? Classifications of these 
objects also help us understand what type of afterlife the Neolithic population 
might have envisioned.

7. Continued offerings 
If Marawah 11 is viewed as a centre place for various tribes in the surrounding 
coastal settlements to meet and participate in communal activity, then the 
offerings in the form of grave goods and food remains around the skeletons 
make a bit more sense. In the case of the two main burials and the lintel burial, 
there are articulated fish bones, sea mammal bones and plaster vessel frag-
ments distributed with other spreads of finds. While this could be entirely 
domestic, and the fills of the burials could have come from domestic layers, the 
fact that there is evidence to suggest they could be associated with the burials 
cannot be negated. Ultimately, more analysis on the faunal assemblage, the 
plaster vessels, and more dating evidence would greatly help clarify whether 
there is any association. 

Conclusions
Early research on MR11 focused on the feasibility of a community of fisher-
men to establish a more sedentary settlement that could be occupied all year 
round. An examination of their subsistence strategies through the analysis 

Figure 16: Human bone 
foreshaft (SF3063), 
Cell 12.
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of the faunal assemblages indicated that this was possible. The emergence 
of local artisans and the expansion of the architectural structures indicates 
that the populations could have expanded the settlement. The evidence for a 
domestic sedentary life based on marine resources is available; however, it is 
also possible that there may have been seasonal habitation or at least intermit-
tent communal visits. 

The latest excavations in Mortuary Complex F provide evidence for 
some funerary practices that somewhat conflict with previous studies from 
other Neolithic burial sites in the United Arab Emirates (Phillips 2002; 
Kiesewetter 2003; Kutterer 2010; Kutterer et al. 2012). During the Neolithic, 
and especially in the Near East, there is little to no regard for spatial distribu-
tion between the deceased and the living. More often, the inhabitants would 
share the same spaces during the Pre-Pottery Neolithic (Haddow 2017). As we 
see it, the dead have been spatially and culturally integrated into the settle-
ment of MR11 and are regarded as a fundamental aspect of the local culture.
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